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One of the most evident but least investigated aspects of Pasolini’s work is its
extensive use of toponyms, that is names of places that physically exist outside the text,
regardless of the fictional world they participate in. Through an examination of some typical
Pasolinian toponyms, this article will seek to trace the theoretical line that links the Friulan
(1940s) to the first Roman (1950s) period of the author’s career, attaching particular
attention to written sources that have been generally overlooked by the critics, such as his
letters and articles. Despite consistent critical claims that Pasolini’s move to Rome in 1950
signalled the abandonment of Friulan poetics and the consequent elaboration of a new
ideological discourse, very few scholars have attempted to support such claims through a
systematic inquiry into the theoretical matrix of Pasolini’s œuvre. Arguing that both in Friuli
and in Rome Pasolini’s elaboration of space consistently exploited a utopian perspective, I
will show that it is precisely because of this perspective that the author manages to progress
to a socially aware interpretation of social reality.
Toponymic space is dealt with very directly by Pasolini. All his texts, both creative
and critical, are crammed with articulated references to real urban and rural settings. The
first toponym that springs to mind is Casarsa della Delizia, the Friulan village where the
author spent most of his youth and elaborated a notion of poetics that he later assessed as
aestheticising, that is endorsed by a mystical, elegiac and essentially ahistorical apprehension

of reality.1 Pasolini’s first collection of poems, published in 1942 with the title of Poesie a
Casarsa (Poems in Casarsa) shows clear evidence of this attitude. The poems of this
collection are written in a highly subjective, almost re-invented version of the local dialect,
whereby the name of Pasolini’s mother’s birthplace becomes ‘Ciasarsa’, and its most
famous verse reads: ‘my village is of a lost colour’.2
The poetic elaboration of dialect as a channel to a new language not only points to
Pasolini’s symbolist formation, but also provides the first clue as to what is significant about
his treatment of toponymic space. My argument is that the different topoi in Pasolini’s texts
acquire a strong ideological significance, acting as catalysts for two opposing theoretical
categories. On the one hand, they function as conventional signs that quite simply participate
in a discourse and attain a specific but widely transparent connotation; on the other, they
seek to break up the logic continuum of the discourse they fall into, pointing towards the
utopian possibility of their dissolution as signs and their consequent, equally utopian,
reconciliation with the physical space they represent. The opposition will then be between
toponyms that obey their conventional status as signs, and ‘adorati toponimi’(adored
toponyms), whose theoretical value lies in their impossible aspiration to become, through the
artist’s elaboration, the very object they name.
The theoretical aim secretely underpinning this use of toponyms is revealed by
Pasolini in a number of essays on language, literature and cinema written between 1964 and
1971 and published in the volume Empirismo eretico (Heretical Empirism, 1988) in
1972.3 Particularly in the third and last section on cinema, Pasolini’s intention becomes clear.
Promoting a provocative and idiosyncratic semiological approach to cinematic language,
Pasolini develops a critique of modernity denouncing the lack of theoretical alternatives to

scientific rationalism, and suggests that semiotics can contribute to cultural progress only by
raising what he calls the sacred element of reality to the status of sign. Despite the skepticism
that greeted this argument,4 I believe Pasolini was asserting a highly significant claim: by
acknowledging the existence of an oppositional otherness, rationality is constantly urged to
dismiss the falsely ontological coherence of its achievements, thus forcing itself into an
endlessly progressive, albeit frustrated, search for meaning. At the foundation of this
argument, lies the need to promote the physical component of reality to a cultural level. It is
only at the empirical level of sensorial experience that, according to the author, utopian
otherness manifests itself.
If there is little doubt that ‘Ciasarsa’ acts as an ‘adorato toponimo’, and if the poet’s
favourite toponyms do embody his search for a privileged utopian space, we can now
confidently start assessing the nature of the connection between the two main periods of
Pasolini’s life.
Pasolini was born in Bologna on March 5 1922, and spent the first years of his life
moving from one town to another, as his father Carlo Alberto was a Fascist army officer and
was constantly transferred. After Bologna came Parma, Belluno, Conegliano, Casarsa,
Sacile, Idria, Cremona, Scandiano, and Bologna again, in 1936, where Pasolini attended
first the ‘Liceo Galvani’ and then the University. Pasolini recollects his various homes in an
article entitled ‘Il treno di Casarsa’ (‘The train of Casarsa’), written in 1957: ‘Cremona was
the first city I saw, and it seemed a metropolis’, or ‘I was drunk with joy when I saw on the
Atlas, my first and most important book, that Bologna was a crossing of small red lines, and
that even Casarsa was doing very well, in the midst of the pale green of the Friulan plane’.5
Already in section V of his collection of poems L’usignolo della chiesa cattolica (The

Nightingale of the Catholic Church, 1948), written between 1943 and 1949 but published in
1958, Pasolini re-elaborates memories of the first years of his life.6 But more importantly the
young poet invests his Friulan years in Casarsa with the sense of pastoral eroticism that is
typical of most of his early poetry: ‘It is springtime, in Casarsa, the lamp / swings on the
square invaded by breaths / of the new wind, and the whistles of young boys / who walk
through the streets embraced / taste like the fresh eastern grass’.7 Here the toponym
Casarsa is evidently accorded a mythical resonance, being associated with an intimation of
nature that pervades the brief appearance of the young village boys.
The same mythical resonance was also prominent in Pasolini’s first book of poems,
the already mentioned Poesie a Casarsa.8 We could argue that Casarsa becomes ‘adorato
toponimo’ precisely because of the magic realism that its name evokes, as for the poet the
very name of the village seems to establish a utopian perspective, that is the reconciliation
between nature and culture. This is even more the case if we consider Pasolini’s early
visceral attachment to Friuli, a region he conceived as a linguistic and cultural island,
somehow detached from the rest of Italy.
This conception of Friuli is a common theme in Pasolini’s early writings, coming to
particular prominence in a 1948 piece of writing of exceptional importance, I parlanti (The
Speakers).9 The first section of this composite study, halfway between an essay and a shortstory, is entitled ‘Gli adorati toponimi’. It must be pointed out that by 1948 Pasolini was
already a member of the local Communist Party and a fervent political activist. It comes as
no surprise, therefore, that he starts this 1948 piece by playing down the romantic
ascendancy of his toponymical fascination. In the opening paragraph he refers to his
admiration for those toponyms as a ‘fatto secondario’, a fact of secondary importance. But

as we carry on reading we realise that Pasolini’s attraction to the romantic, onirical subjectmatter evoked by Friulan toponyms becomes totally overwhelming.
First he quotes from early diaries where he had transcribed his attraction to the
‘Eros indigeno e collettivo’ (‘collective and indigenous Eros’) mysteriously incarnated in
village names like Castions, Caorle or Villotta. Then he explains that his interest in toponymy
stems from the possibility of recognizing a strong link between the physiognomy of the
people who inhabit a village and the village itself: ‘la fisionomia rientra nel luogo’
(‘physiognomy is part of the place’). He further asserts that the hair, mouths, chests, laps
and other physical features are those ‘dimensioni dell’amore’ (‘dimensions of love’), through
which one can trace back the archetypal link between the people and their villages. Despite
his current skepticism, he adds, he cannot avoid recording, through his memories,
‘inexaustible traces of mystery crystallised in the name Casarsa. When I pronounce this
name, I condense in one word the legend of my childhood, the time when I could not speak
[…]’.10 The toponym here is clearly charged with a paradoxically non-verbal quality so as to
express a mythicised sentiment of reconciliation.
The following sections of I parlanti develop the toponymical theme by orchestrating
a powerfully imaginative combination of geographical, linguistic and physiognomic
observations. Pasolini names many villages and small towns of the part of Friuli near Casarsa
where he lives, almost always through the recollection of his first contacts with them. Then,
with the precision of an entomologist, he distinguishes amongst the various linguistic and
physiognomic traits of young native specimen. What contradicts the scientific rigour of his
approach is not only the very poetic terminology adopted, but mainly the fact that he
invariably tends to amalgamate language (that is dialects or even different accents) with

physical traits, to the extent of suggesting the presence of a mythical component which is at
the same time physical and linguistic, and which finds its best, crystallized expression in the
‘adorati toponimi’ themselves. For example, in the section called ‘Paesaggio del romanzo
d’ambiente’ he writes:

From Casarsa to San Floreano, hardly two kilometres away, one could
thread, that local genius […] perhaps not linguistic anymore, but physical
and
sensual […] that in my imagination almost takes the shape of a precious
brook
carved in the rocky and golden solitudes of the chests, of the throats, or of
the
hair of those who live along the road from Casarsa to San Floreano.11

Here the genius loci survives in an intricate blend of physical and linguistic traits that
can only be pinned down through toponymical classification. Later on the village is depicted
as a kind of animated subject providing its inhabitants with the gift of life: ‘No village can be
compared to San Giovanni as to the fresh extroversion with which it organises groups of
friends in the shadows of the square, with which it crowds the streets, […] with which it
evokes motives of songs improvised from afar […]’.12
The next section is very much a literary piece of writing where the author talks
about himself in the third person. After sketching his genealogical family tree, he declares
himself thoroughly competent in topographic matters. He then reverts to his idiosyncratic

recognize, in the

physico-linguistic descriptions, combining them as usual with Friulan toponyms. Names such
as Valvasone, Malafiesta, Gruaro, Giais, etc., trigger in Pasolini’s imagination images of
archetypal splendour; the bodies and languages related to each village blend into a single
pervasive reminder of a utopian dimension: ‘The Valvasone type was dark, of average
height but well-built, with olive complexion, dark hair and pervaded with a softness, a
shyness and a seriousness that gave away the noble air of his ancient village, like a city of
silence.’13
The first significant shift from this secretly utopian discourse occurs when Paroling
attempts the description of a larger town, Pordenone. The writer recollects his first contact
with Pordenone, observing that the name of the town ‘inevitably suggested an intense sense
of respect, almost of panic, perhaps for that augmentative quality of its name, but certainly
because it was widely regarded as the most modern and progressive place in the area’.14
After the Pordenone passage Pasolini reverts once again to his favourite villages, as if to
create an oppositional dialectic. It is however significant that for the first time in the text we
have encountered a toponym that is not ‘adorato’ but, rather, secretly resisted. As a modern
city, Pordenone seems to embody a concept of urban citizenry and urban community
representative of the cultural and psychological patterns of a Western civilisation that
Pasolini, through a regress to utopian space, intends to criticise. For instance, he recollects
that even before being in Pordenone, the town appeared to him ‘as a place where one could
buy those useful things that he [Pasolini] despised’,15 and that when he slowly entered the
town on his bicycle, its atmosphere seemed ‘disincantata’ (‘disenchanted’).
The contrast between the modern industrial city and the ancient rural village, as
repositories of incompatible cultural values, returns in practically all of Pasolini’s Friulan

texts. Good examples are the novels Atti impuri (Impure Acts) and Amado mio (My
Beloved), written in the mid- to late-40s in Friuli, but published only in 1982.16 Apart from
elaborating the subtending theme of utopian toponymic space, these texts also provide early
insights into Pasolini’s homosexuality. David Ward has noted how Pasolini gives
homosexuality a political role precisely by freeing it ‘of conventional ties to institutions and
societal forms. [...] For Pasolini, the political valence of homosexuality is contingent on its
ability to resist being included in societal codes and practices, even those codes and
practices elaborated by the gay community itself. Pasolini’s deeply held suspicion is that any
contact with conventional systems of codes and practices will empty homosexuality of the
essential otherness that is its true political force. Homosexuality, then, can only be “useful” if
it destroys society’s existing codes and norms, not if it contributes to an expansion of those
norms in the direction of a greater tolerance’.17 Ward’s analysis is confirmed by Pasolini’s
stern and consistent refusal to inscribe his idea of homosexuality in codified categories. What
has to be added, though, is that sexuality in general, and not only homosexuality, is invested
by Pasolini with a mythical aura, as an empirical receptacle for the utopian swing in his
forma mentis. As far as our toponymic approach is concerned, the sense of sacredness
conveyed by the sexual/homosexual paradigm is invariably linked, in the above-mentioned
novels, to the crucial topos of the rural village, as the narrative action is faithfully punctuated
by a series of ‘adorati toponimi’.
Despite the literary progress he was making, in January 1950 Pasolini had to leave
Casarsa. Following allegations of corruption of minors and obscene acts in public, towards
the end of 1949 he was expelled from the Communist Party. Today it is widely believed that
the charges against him stemmed from political reasons. A respected teacher and intellectual,

his political commitment had come to be viewed with growing hostility by the Catholics and
Christian Democrats of the region; although Pasolini was eventually acquitted of his charges,
much damage had been done, as he was forbidden to teach in state schools and had to
abandon his political affiliation to the Italian Communist Party.18
As anticipated, many critics have identified in the move to Rome a clear
epistemological break with the poetics of the Friulan period, especially in the light of
Pasolini’s theoretical contribution of the 50s, and more precisely because of its alleged
ideological debt to Antonio Gramsci, the founder and most prominent theorist of Italian
Communism. The influence of Antonio Gramsci on Pasolini, too often taken for granted, has
recently been seriously questioned,19 and there are now reasons to believe that Pasolini’s
Gramscian stand was of a very peculiar type. What seems to me the most striking departure
from Gramsci’s philosophy is Pasolini’s unrelentless emphasis on a realism heavily marked
by the presence of a sacred or non-rational element, and hence Pasolini’s call for a revision
of orthodox Marxism which, as a philosophical doctrine, he felt should start considering (as
he often put it in the second half of the 50s) the ‘question of irrationality’. It is therefore my
opinion that the move to Rome did not determine an ideological break, but rather it
coincided with the beginning of a period in which the author developed the theoretical
potential of his Friulan poetics into a more coherent and socially-oriented framework.
We can now try to follow the development of Pasolini’s ideology in Rome through
the toponymic approach. In the first instance, it is important to stress how the ‘adorati
toponimi’ survive in the new environment. In other words, after 1950 Pasolini continues to
intersperse his narratives with toponyms that transcend their topographic value to attain an
exclusively utopian quality. As soon as he sets foot in the capital, despite his extremely

precarious financial conditions, Pasolini starts writing short stories of Roman ambience,
consistently based on in loco observations. What stimulates his fantasy is a precise type of
boy: the borgataro, the boy from the slums. From the beginning Pasolini sees this type of
boy as someone who is deprived of any possibility of socio-economic integration, cut out
from history, and yet extraordinarily rich in existential vitality.
In Pasolini’s first short-stories we can already single out various thematical
approaches to toponymic space. One the the earliest is Ragazzo e Trastevere (Boy and
Trastevere, June 1950), a story that from the very title fits perfectly our approach
(Trastevere being a central area of Rome identified by Pasolini as a kind of anthropological
reserve for the subproletariat that the fascists, before the Second World War, had deported
to the shanty towns). In Ragazzo e Trastevere the author draws on that extreme
convergence of spatial and anthropological attributes already exploited by his Friulan
narratives: ‘I would like to know through what intimate mechanisms Trastevere lives inside
him, shapeless, pounding, languid […]. In order to communicate the topography of his life,
he shouldn’t be part of it: but where is the line that separates the boy from Trastevere?’20
The boy is here regarded as a living prolongation of the eccentric topographic universe he
belongs to. Just as the Friulan boy was one with his physical environment, the Roman boy
seems equally one with his.
Pasolini’s first Roman home is in Piazza Costaguti, in the Jewish ghetto, by the river
Tiber. Then in July 1951 he moves to Ponte Mammolo, a borgata inhabited by
subproletarian and working-class people. Quite simply, Rome immediately seduces him. He
writes to poet Vittorio Sereni about a ‘Rome bleeding with absolute novelties’,21 while to his
cousin Nico Naldini he confesses: ‘If you want some geographical knowledge about me,

imagine the Tiber, outrageously irrational, amongst solemn cupolas laden with history’. 22 But
apart from traditionally subproletarian central areas like Trastevere, Borgo Panico, Campo
dei Fiori, he is fascinated by the endless unfolding of the borgate, the shanty towns extending
north-east of Rome, where he discovers the vitality and sexual freedom of the young
subproletarian males.
In 1968, eighteen years after his arrival in the capital, Pasolini recalled that he had
thrown himself ‘into a socially different world which forced me to be objective towards it. I
had to make a Marxist diagnosis of it’.23 Yet his Marxism was always going to be of an
unorthodox nature, precisely because his attraction to the subproletariat clashed with the
rational assessment of its socio-economic exploitation. From a strictly political point of view,
he publicly denounced this exploitation and never made a secret of his support for the
Communist Party; in his artistic and theoretical work, however, I believe he tried to develop
(almost subliminally at first, with much more purpose and awareness from the end of the
50s) a critique of Marxism through a rehabilitation of the category of irrationality, a category
he could now codify negatively: not the idyllic pastoral world of Friuli, but the violent,
anarchic and desperate microcosm of Rome’s outskirts.
Promoting sacredness where there was poverty, crime and desperation, Pasolini’s
operation proved from the start extremely problematic, particularly at a time when the Italian
Left was pedalling a rigid, uncompromising ideological approach to both socio-political and
aesthetic matters. Not surprisingly, Pasolini’s positions attracted harshly critical remarks
from PCI cultural operators such as Carlo Salinari and Mario Alicata, who repeatedly
censured the decadent slant in the author’s poetics.

Regardless of the political question, what I would like to stress here is that the way
Pasolini’s ideology developed in Rome was deeply dependent on the various contacts he
enjoyed with the city of Rome itself and its differentiated categories of inhabitants. No other
Italian author, I believe, has given evidence of such a strong correspondence between his
thought and his existential, corporal, even sensual experience in what is the hic et nunc of
reality, the coordinates of time and the place marking the unfolding of our existence. I
believe that from a theoretical viewpoint this somehow scandalous convergence between the
realm of ideas and the realm of physical experience, that we find in most of Pasolini’s works,
points to what is beyond rationality: a utopian dimension which in the 1960s Pasolini will
rescue as a sort of antidote against the entropic, instrumental rationality that was becoming
the main cultural feature of Italy’s new modernity.
Generally speaking, the trajectory followed by Pasolini’s thought with respect to
Roman space is easily identifiable. The borgate provide a sort of link between the country
and the city, as two opposing ideological signifiers. We could go as far as to say that his
existential/literary experience of the Roman slums allows Pasolini to keep in touch with the
anthropological substance he had discovered in Friuli. His account of the borgate is revealing
because of the significance he attached to them. They are described as ‘un fenomeno a sé’,
a unique, peculiar phenomenon:

The borgate are products of fascist cleansing: the first layer of their population
comes from the centre of Rome, Borgo Pio for instance. But then we have to
account for other innumerable layers: refugees, peasants […] and more recently
immigrants from all over Italy, but mainly from the most central parts. In this belt of

borgate, from Tufello to Pietralata, from Tiburtino to Quarticciolo, from Quadraro to
Tor Marancio, live hundreds of thousands of under-privileged, unskilled workers or
unemployed.24

With the slums representing a world apart, a totally different architectonic and
anthropological space with respect to traditional Rome, Pasolini is able to carve a realistic
niche for the crucial utopian dimension of his thought. But this situation of isolation holds true
until the second half of the 50s, when the Christian Democrat government approved a plan
of massive urban expansion beyond Rome’s traditional confines. As a consequence,
traditional urban space starts filling the gap the Fascists had created to ostracise the borgate
from the centro. Not surprisingly, in his articles Pasolini criticises this territorial growth. To
him, urban expansion means, first of all, the establishemnt of an authoritarian and
paternalistic rapport between the state and the poor which makes the Christian Democrat
politicians identical to their fascist predecessors; but more importantly, he views this
expansion as a form of cultural integration through which a neo-capitalist ethos aims at
levelling down anthropological differences: ‘Little by little, the city is coming closer and
closer to these borgate that before the war were still lost in the countryside; the city has
absorbed them, is swallowing them up: but they still persist, stylistically and psychologically,
like islands’.25 In his mind, urban growth is a threat to what he conceives as one of the last
repositories of otherness, both in psychological, existential and theoretical terms.
In conclusion, it is significant that Pasolini’s apocalyptic refusal of what he regarded
as the fascistic conformity of the new modern Italian society, coincided, from the mid-fifties
onwards, with his growing awareness of the contamination of subproletarian space.26 In his

article ‘Il fronte della città’, (‘The city-front’), written in 1958, he delves into a sociological
critique of the new, hybridized space created by architectonic contamination:

The hundreds of thousands of inhabitants of these new areas […] belong […] to a
new type of Roman working class. […] a more secure standard of life, the strong
mixture of northern and southern immigrants, an existence still marginal yet exposed
to the Ideological bombardment of the middle-classes, tend to turn the substantial
blend of anarchy and common sense into a form of Americanised, standardised
indifference, whereby the same human type presents itself hundreds of thousands of
times, obsessively repeated.27
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di vita, published in 1955, and the first film, Accattone, 1961, emphasise the spatialanthropological uniqueness of the borgate; whereas the second book, Una vita violenta,
published in 1959, as well as the second film, Mamma Roma, 1962, represent a critical and
pessimistic appraisal of the contamination between middle-class, bourgeois values within
traditional Roman space, and the a-historic, utopian space of the borgate.
27.

Romanzi e racconti, pp.1456-1457: ‘Le centinaia di migliaia di abitanti dei quartieri

nuovi […] appartengono […] a un nuovo tipo di classe lavoratirce romana. […] il tenore di
vita più regolare, la fortissima mescolanza con immigrati del Nord e del Sud, la vita
marginale ma particolarmente esposta al “bombardamento ideologico” borghese, tendono a
mutare la sostanziale mescolanza di anarchia e buon senso, in una forma di qualunquismo di
tipo americanizzante, di “standard”, di ripetizione ossessiva […] se si ripresenta per
centinaia di migliaia di volte in uno stesso tipo umano.’

